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INTRODUCTION
Since its inception, the USDA Forest Service (USFS) has maintained a commitment to working 
with a variety of organizations and interests while fulfilling our motto of ‘caring for the land 
and serving people�’ As such, the agency accomplishes much of our work through collaboration 
with a diversity of partners—leveraging significant energy and support towards critical USFS 
mission activities� Strategic investments in partner-focused efforts allows the agency to 
accomplish more across broad landscapes and through broader constituencies�

In fiscal year 2013 (FY13), the USFS entered into more than 8,200 grants and agreements 
with partners’ total contributions valued at $540 million�  When leveraged by the agency’s 
nearly $730 million, the total value of these partnerships was over $1�27 billion� The growing 
value of these grants and agreements demonstrates the increasing importance of partnerships 
to the USFS�  But these partnerships are more than just money and contributed resources� 
Partnerships enhance “on-the-ground” accomplishments and create immense value through 
relationships with public, private and civic entities� The USFS could not realize its mission 
without these relationships, including strategic alliances with its congressionally chartered 
nonprofit partners:  the National Forest Foundation (NFF), the National Fish and Wildlife 
Foundation (NFWF), and the National Environmental Education Foundation (NEEF)�

Innovative public-private partnerships, in particular, are increasingly accomplishing goals 
in the agency’s high-priority focal areas: youth, restoration, recreation, water, and urban 
environments� These achievements support the USFS’s Public Private Partnership Strategy, 
established in 2011 to invite a diverse array of partners and beneficiaries to share in the care of 
our Nation’s forests and grasslands�  Such partnerships and alliances are essential to carrying 
out today’s conservation mission, and are designed to capitalize on the mutually beneficial 
interests of both the Forest Service and its partners�  

The intent of this update is to highlight the accomplishments of national-scale public-private 
partnerships – the agency’s high-performance partnerships (HPPs)�  This report opens with 
general partnership updates and activities, followed by quarterly headlines for each HPP� 
More detailed write-ups for each of the HPPs are in the “Partnership Accomplishments and 
Development” portion of this report�

Although each HPP is listed in only one focal area, many of these partnerships, by their nature, 
are accomplishing objectives that cross or complement multiple focal areas�

Also, there are many partnerships outside of the ones highlighted here that continue to make 
significant contributions at all levels of the agency.  Although too numerous to track in this 
report, it is important to note that they are equally important in accomplishing and meeting the 
goals outlined in the Public-Private Partnership Strategy�  
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GENERAL PARTNERSHIP 
UPDATES

Trout Unlimited and USFS Partner to Improve Aquatic Organism Passage – Trout 
Unlimited and the USFS have developed a partnership to expand aquatic organism passage 
on USFS and adjacent private roads in New England�  With the dedication of $100,000, Trout 
Unlimited is hiring a stream restoration specialist who will work with USFS staff on the Green 
Mountain & Finger Lakes and the White Mountain National Forests to increase the pace of 
restoration�  In West Virginia, a Trout Unlimited stream restoration specialist funded through 
the Natural Resources Conservation Service was involved in the design or construction of 12 
culvert upgrades in 2013, and has approximately 20 additional projects planned for 2014� 

USFS Explores Possible Partnership with NASCAR – In December 2013 the USFS and 
USDA met with representatives from NASCAR to discuss possible partnership opportunities�   
Areas of mutual interest that may be optimal focal areas for a partnership between the two 
organizations include but are not limited to: expanded youth conservation education; increased 
youth engagement; reforestation initiatives; and expanded outreach for USDA’s biopreferred 
program�  Follow-up discussions will be scheduled in the coming months�

USFS Partners to Celebrate 50th Anniversary of the Wilderness Act – Efforts 
are underway to commemorate the Wilderness Act throughout 2014 in ways that raise 
awareness, engage youth, and foster wilderness stewardship�  The USFS is actively participating 
in Wilderness50—the national coalition of government agencies, organizations, and tribal and 
citizen groups working to commemorate this legislation�  Wilderness50 is planning a variety of 
projects and events and is also assisting in the implementation of local activities nationwide� 

Managing by Network Course to Support Increased Partnership Capacity – The 
USFS is supporting employee participation in the 2014 Interagency Partnerships and Community 
Collaboration Academy, “Managing by Network”�  Consisting of 17 highly-interactive distance 
learning sessions over a 9-month period, the course is designed to help employees develop 
crucial new skills in partnerships and community collaboration alongside counterparts in 
Department of Interior (DOI) agencies including the National Park Service (NPS), Fish and 
Wildlife Service (FWS), and Bureau of Land Management (BLM)�  
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
PARTNERSHIP HEADLINES
JULY THROUGH DECEMBER 2013

Water and Watershed Management

National Water Replenishment and Enhancement Initiative – A Memorandum 
of Understanding (MOU) was signed by USDA Secretary Tom  Vilsack and Coca-Cola 
Americas President Steve Cahillane at a ceremony hosted by the Midewin Tallgrass 
Prairie� Four new projects were implemented in 2013 through this partnership� 
Additional projects for 2014 are currently being reviewed with decisions anticipated in 
late winter/early spring�
Rocky Mountain Watershed Protection Partnership – The fourth annual 
collection agreement with Denver Water was finalized, securing $4.5 million in funding 
for FY14 hazardous fuel reduction and reforestation projects�  This new agreement 
increases the total partner commitment towards such efforts – $11�5 million total from 
Denver Water and $17�9 million from the USFS�
Western Watershed Enhancement Partnership – The state of Washington 
committed to match $132 million for projects associated with the Bureau of 
Reclamation’s (Reclamation) Implementation Strategy for the Yakima River Basin Water 
Enhancement Project�

Healthy Forests and Restoration

America’s Longleaf Restoration Initiative – A total of $3�1 million was awarded to 
15 projects in 7 states for longleaf restoration through the 2013 Longleaf Stewardship 
Fund grant awards�

California Ecological Restoration with Power and Water Utilities – The San 
Bernardino National Forest secured $1 million in Proposition 84 funds to complete fuels 
reduction and road work in 2013�

Carbon Sequestration and Reforestation on National Forests – The Forest 
Vegetation Simulator (FVS) technology was submitted to the  American Carbon 
Registry (ACR) for incorporation into their carbon calculation methodology for 
afforestation/ reforestation projects.  The proposal was officially approved by the ACR 
as a tool to estimate carbon stock exchange over time� 

NFF’s Treasured Landscapes, Unforgettable Experiences Campaign – 
NFF hired a new Pacific Northwest Development Manager to actively fundraise for 
Okanogan-Wenatchee and Idaho Panhandle campaign sites�

v
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Western Utilities Fuel Reduction and Fire Protection Partnership – The 
Forest Service’s Rocky Mountain Region (R2) continued to enhance their partnership 
agreement with Xcel Energy through implementation of an MOU signed by the Regional 
Forester in April 2013�  This implementation is governed by a 5-year operating plan that 
outlines prospective projects and partnership endeavors over the 5-year period�

Youth Engagement

21st Century Conservation Service Corps (21CSC) – $475,000 of FY14 funds to 
support 21CSC have been programmed through partnerships� 120 Letters of Interest 
were submitted and reviewed in response to a recently completed Federal Register 
Notice� 91 organizations were found to have full alignment with the 21CSC framework 
and are ready to engage and assist in developing new skills and career pathways for 
youth, under-served and veteran populations

Youth Engagement in Conservation Initiative – The Forest Service committed 
to allocating an additional $250,000 in support of a 2014 Next Generation of 
Conservationists granting initiative� The Cooperative Agreement that authorizes this 
partnership was formally modified in August to obligate these funds.

Recreation and Volunteerism

Recreation Restoration, Adaptation, and Ski Area Campaign – The NFF 
successfully brought nine new partners into the Ski Conservation Fund in FY13 – 
broadening both support and communication around critical restoration needs within 
the National Forest System

Urban Environment

Baltimore Restoration Partnership – USFS and the city of Baltimore met to 
develop a partnership agreement that would bring joint activities and efforts together 
under a new Baltimore Restoration Partnership�

Urban Waters Federal Partnership – $645,000 in funding from the USFS and the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has been secured for 2014 projects through the 
Urban Waters Grant Program�

vi
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Quarterly Accomplishments 
and Ongoing Efforts

High-Performance Partnerships



Creating Strategic Opportunities 
in Water and Watershed 

Management
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National Water Replenishment and  
Enhancement Initiative

In 2011, the USFS and its foundations began working with the Coca-Cola Company (Coca-Cola)
to restore watersheds and forested lands� The organizations have a mutual interest in 
watershed health: Coca-Cola is pursuing its sustainability and water replenishment goals, 
while the USFS and its foundations are ensuring an ample, clean drinking water supply� Funded 
projects rely on our locally based partners, Coca-Cola employees, community volunteers, 
and USFS employees to improve meadow habitat and functions through the construction 
of sediment detention basins, rehabilitation of alluvial fans, and filling of deep gullies. Over 
the past two years, Coca-Cola invested $597,000 in six different restoration projects across 
the country� In addition, our Foundations (the NFF and NFWF) have matched Coca-Cola’s 
investment by leveraging additional private-sector funding towards this initiative� 

Quarterly Milestones Accomplished from July – December 2013

•	 A national MOU was signed by USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack and Coca-Cola Americas 
President Steve Cahillane at a ceremony hosted at the Midewin Tallgrass Prairie�   This 
public-private partnership is designed to restore and protect damaged watersheds in 
the National Forest System� Overall attendance of the event was close to 200 people 
and received positive media coverage�

•	 Four projects were implemented in 2013 through this partnership on the Midewin 
Tallgrass Prairie, Angeles National Forest, Huron-Manistee National Forest and Carson 
National Forest� Although each project was different in design and application, they all 
focused on replenishment of aquatic resources and watershed restoration� The forests 
and districts were able to complete these projects with quick turnaround in face of tight 
contracting deadlines, weather interruptions and delays in gaining additional partnership 
leverage�

Ongoing Partnership Efforts

•	 USFS Executives had a productive meeting with Coca-Cola leadership in November 
2013�  Work is underway to develop a list of proposed projects to be completed in 
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National Water Replenishment and  
Enhancement Initiative (continued)

2014�  The USFS will provide that list to Coca-Cola in January, and the company is 
then anticipated to select projects by the end of February (including the company’s 
contribution commitment)� Targeted geographic areas for work in 2014 include the 
Northwest, California, Great Lakes, Northeast, and around Atlanta� 

•	 Efforts to identify out-year areas of interest and commitments will continue in 2014�
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Rocky Mountain Watershed 
Protection Partnership

The USFS’s R2 has been working with municipal water providers and corporations to restore 
and foster the resiliency of forests within key watersheds� The goals of these partnerships are to 
mitigate the effects of the pine beetle epidemic, reduce the risk of severe impacts from wildfires, 
maintain water quality, and restore areas burned by past wildfires in critical watersheds. Partners 
currently involved in this initiative include:  Denver Water, Aurora Water, Colorado Springs 
Utilities, Northern Water Conservancy, Reclamation, Pueblo Water, the NFF, Coalition for the 
Upper South Platte, and Coca-Cola. Numerous other corporate, philanthropic, and non-profit 
partners have been involved over the life of this initiative�

Since 2009, these partners have collectively contributed $14�8 million and plan to invest 
approximately an additional $10 million by 2018� Partner funds are being leveraged with federal 
appropriations to bring the anticipated 10 year total investment to $55 million� Comprehensive 
partnership accomplishments to date include:
• 364,000 trees planted;
• 17,985 acres of hazardous fuels treatments completed;
• 355 acres of wetlands and riparian areas restored;
• 90 acres of invasive species treatments;
• 80 miles of trails and roads restored, constructed or decommissioned;
• 4 miles of stream channels reconstructed;
• 2,685 volunteers engaged with 19,000 volunteer hours; and,
• 1,065 youth employed or engaged�

Quarterly Milestones Accomplished from July – December 2013

•	 The Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests and Pawnee National Grassland executed 
an interagency agreement with Reclamation to help facilitate the transfer of $22,000 in 
support of the Colorado-Big Thompson Partnership with Northern Colorado Water 
Conservancy and Colorado State Forest Service�  

•	 R2 executed a new collection agreement with Denver Water to secure $4�5 million 
in funding for hazardous fuel and reforestation projects�    This brings the total 
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commitment of Denver Water funds to $11�5 million, matched by a total agency 
contribution of $17�9 million�

Ongoing Partnership Efforts

•	 The Pike San Isabel National Forest is working with Colorado Springs Utilities,  Aurora 
Water, Pueblo Board of Water Works, Colorado State Forest Service, and Reclamation 
to develop a project specific MOU to formalize the combined partnership associated 
with the Tennessee Creek project near Leadville� The Forest anticipates having the MOU 
in place this winter (2014)� The MOU will identify the process the partners will use to 
prioritize treatment areas where priorities overlap among all the partners and include 
treatments on adjacent private lands�

HIGH-PERFORMANCE PARTNERSHIP QUARTERLY REPORT

Rocky Mountain Watershed 
Protection Partnership (continued)
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Western Watershed
Enhancement Project

By filtering rain and snowmelt and regulating runoff and soil erosion, healthy forests provide a 
supply of water for critical environmental functions and drinking water for millions of people� 
The USFS and Reclamation have begun a new chapter of Federal cooperation, beginning with 
six pilot projects in Idaho, Montana, Arizona, Colorado, California, and Washington state, each 
designed to improve watershed functions and reduce the risk of uncharacteristically severe 
wildfire. This effort will also benefit water supply, irrigation, and hydroelectric customers over 
the long term� Working collaboratively with water users, the pilots will develop an avoided-cost 
approach, leveraging other USFS investments with partner contributions to support site-specific 
treatments�

Quarterly Milestones Accomplished from July – December 2013

•	 The state of Washington committed to match $132 million towards restoration projects 
associated with Reclamation’s implementation strategy for the Yakima River Basin Water 
Enhancement Project� Reclamation also signed the Record of Decision to begin studying 
and implementing proposed projects�  

•	 As part of the California pilot, continued progress was made in the Mokelumne avoided 
cost analysis study. This study will be one of the first done across an entire watershed, 
identifying the costs of fire suppression and comparing that to the cost of proactively 
restoring the watershed before a fire occurs� Once this study is released, Reclamation 
plans to focus renewed attention on completing basin studies, utilizing information from 
this avoided cost analysis�

Ongoing Partnership Efforts

•	 Prospecting and coordination continues between the USFS and Reclamation 
(headquarters and field offices), as outlined through the MOU.  Discussions continue 
to develop a multi-year action plan that outlines areas for increased partnership 
opportunities�



Promoting Increased Partnerships 
in Healthy Forests and 

Restoration
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America’s Longleaf 
Restoration Initiative

The longleaf pine ecosystem once covered approximately 90 million acres in the Southern 
United States—but, by the early 1990s, 97 percent of this ecosystem had been lost� In 2007, 
the leadership of the USFS, Department of Defense, and FWS harnessed a growing, multi-
state interest in longleaf restoration and, alongside a Regional Working Group, developed 
the Range-wide Conservation Plan for Longleaf Pine� It is estimated that nearly $24 million 
in Federal funding is directly contributing to longleaf ecosystem restoration on public and 
private lands� However, through close coordination and cooperation of all partners, restoration 
accomplishments have far exceeded that investment� The America’s Longleaf Restoration 
Initiative (ALRI) is facilitated and managed collaboratively through the 33-member Regional 
Longleaf Partnership Council, a Federal Coordinating Committee, numerous state and local 
implementation teams, and several technical teams� 

Quarterly Milestones Accomplished from July – December 2013

•	 NFWF announced the 2013 Longleaf Stewardship Fund grant awards in September 
2013� A total of $3�1 million was awarded to 15 projects in 7 states for longleaf 
restoration, including a projected 13,000 acres of longleaf establishment, 140,000 acres 
of improvement activities, and private landowners technical assistance/outreach� 

•	 Partners involved in the ALRI partnership are engaging in Gulf Coast recovery efforts�  
The Longleaf Partnership Council submitted a letter to the Gulf Coast Ecosystem 
Restoration Council highlighting intersecting priorities of longleaf restoration and Gulf 
recovery� Building off this letter, the Federal Coordinating Committee developed a 
document entitled “Restoring Longleaf, Restoring the Gulf�”

•	 2015 Land and Water Conservation Fund Collaborative Longleaf Landscape proposals 
totaling around 70,000 acres were submitted by four local teams�  The four proposals 
addressed top priority tracks of lands covering 6 significant geographic areas in North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, and Texas�
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Ongoing Partnership Efforts

•	 Representatives from the Local Implementation Teams for the ALRI met in October 
2013 with the main goal of identifying range-wide land protection priorities� Work 
continues in the development of the 2013 Range-wide Accomplishment Report, which is 
slated to be completed in winter 2014�

•	 A portion of the Longleaf Partnership Council is composed of rotating members� The 
Council will soon welcome four new members that represent corporate, university/ 
research, and local collaborative interests�

•	 International Paper and NFWF announced in 2013 the new Forestland Stewards 
Initiative� Through this initiative, International Paper  is committing $7�5 million over 
five years to restore native forests, strengthen fish and wildlife populations, protect 
watersheds and support working forests in eight states across the Southeastern United 
States.  This Initiative will benefit longleaf restoration efforts in the Carolina Low 
Country Forests (North Carolina and South Carolina) and the Piney Woods of Texas 
and Louisiana�  The other targeted landscape is the Southern Cumberland Plateau, where 
shortleaf pine and riparian restoration will benefit.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE PARTNERSHIP QUARTERLY REPORT

America’s Longleaf 
Restoration Initiative (continued)
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California Ecological Restoration with
Power and Water Utilities

Half of all surface water in California originates on national forest watersheds, with downstream 
consumers realizing an estimated value of nearly $10 billion every year�  This partnership brings 
beneficiaries of these watersheds together to overcome resource challenges, including: (1) 
finding support for ecological restoration and reduce wildfire threat in critical headwaters and 
near key utility transmission lines, and (2) maintaining and expanding the biomass infrastructure 
needed to increase the pace and scale of restoration activities in California’s forests� The 
overarching aim is to increase restoration work from the current 250,000 acres/year to 500,000 
acres/year over the next 15-20 years. Partners in this initiative include: the USFS, the State of 
California, Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority (SAWPA),Transmission Agency of Northern 
California, Sierra Nevada Conservancy, the Nature Conservancy, Environmental Defense Fund, 
Sustainable Conservation, the NFF, NFWF, Coca-Cola, Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), Southern 
California Edison, Reclamation, and the East Bay Municipal Utility District� Partners have 
committed $5�5 million to this collaborative effort, supplementing USFS contribution of $2�5 
million�

Quarterly Milestones Accomplished from July – December 2013

•	 The San Bernardino National Forest has an MOU with SAWPA to explore joint interests 
and investments in the Santa Ana River Watershed� The Forest utilized this partnership 
to apply for and receive $1 million in California Proposition 84 funds to complete fuels 
reduction and road work� The forest will again partner with SAWPA to apply for Round 
3 of Proposition 84 funding in 2014� 

•	 An “Avoided Cost Analysis” is being conducted for the Mokelumne River watershed 
in coordination with watershed-wide project partners (Sierra Nevada Conservancy, 
Sustainable Conservation, The Nature Conservancy, and Environmental Defense Fund)� 
The key partners who will focus on this avoided cost analysis include the USFS, BLM, 
East Bay Municipal Utility District and PG&E� This partnership is analyzing and quantifying 
future risks and costs the utilities may incur and how these can be avoided though up 
front watershed restoration investment� This analysis will be made public in winter 2014� 
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•	 The Eldorado National Forest completed restoration work in Indian Meadow� The 
meadow water table has already risen over a foot despite a dry year�  This work has been 
supported through Coca-Cola and NFWF water replenishment investments�

•	 NFF and USFS’s Pacific Southwest Region (R5) partnered to create the “Community 
Capacity and Land Stewardship” (CCLS) grant program� The Region received 17 
proposals from forest communities, and awarded $140,000 to the recipients of the CCLS 
grants� The Region has already secured funding for a second round of grants� Available 
funds have increased to $200,000�

•	 R5 and the Sequoia National Forest are partnering with the EPA, California Air 
Resources Board, San Joaquin Air District and numerous NGOs to discuss how forests 
can accomplish large scale restoration burns while protecting air quality�

•	 R5 staff met with the Chief Financial Officer of the San Francisco Public Utility 
Commission (PUC), which has been working with Earth Economics and have a proposal 
before the Government Accounting Standards Board that would enable them to value 
natural capital and ecosystems services as an asset� 

Ongoing Partnership Efforts

•	 The restoration of the Rim Fire burned area (Pacific Southwest-Region 5) has 
created a tremendous opportunity for collaboration and partnership with a wide 
variety of agencies and NGO’s�  Both the needs and opportunities are great�  Of 
the 250,000 acres burned, approximately 167,000 acres burned at moderate to 
high severity (vegetation)�  The Region estimates that there will be a need to 
plant approximately 35,000 acres�  There will also be critical needs for meadow 
restoration, cultural site restoration and noxious weed removal�  This area is not 
only loved by many both regionally and nationally but is the primary watershed 
for San Francisco and the surrounding Bay Area providing 85% percent of 
water used by 2�6 million customers�  Forest restoration and the protection 
of safe water delivery systems throughout the region is a priority for many 
partners, including:  San Francisco PUC, Pacific Gas & Electric, National Forest 
Foundation, Sierra Nevada Conservancy, Tuolumne and Mariposa counties, 
tribal government and local and national NGO’s�  There may be opportunities 
to utilize the Service First agreement with the National Park Service�  There is 
also an opportunity to develop an agreement with local utilities�  There have 
been numerous offers of individuals and organizations volunteering their time 
for restoration efforts as well as donating funds�  The opportunity is also ripe to 
develop a landscape level projects that would provide biomass and create jobs in 
local communities�

HIGH-PERFORMANCE PARTNERSHIP QUARTERLY REPORT

California Ecological Restoration with
Power and Water Utilities (continued)
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Carbon Sequestration and Reforestation
on National Forests

This initiative is designed to help corporations and organizations achieve greenhouse gas
emission reductions through biological carbon sequestration and the voluntary marketplace�
The goals are to improve wildlife habitat and water quality, while mitigating the effects of climate 
change� Since 2008, the NFF has facilitated eight carbon sequestration projects that cover 5,239 
acres of national forest lands, involve planting 1,329,500 seedlings, and are anticipated to offset 
more than 700,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents� The two most recent projects 
were established on the San Juan (2011) and Angeles (2012) National Forests and will be 
registered on the ACR� Nearly $5 million in partner contributions have already been raised to 
fund this initiative� Corporate partners include the Walt Disney Company, the Southcoast Air 
Quality Management District in California, El Paso Corporation, and Chevrolet   

Quarterly Milestones Accomplished from July – December 2013

•	 In August 2013, the FVS was submitted to and approved by the ACR for incorporation 
into their carbon calculation methodology for afforestation/reforestation projects�  This 
is a significant advance for USFS and NGO practitioners, as it now provides carbon 
project developers with consistent and efficient ways to estimate and model carbon 
stock over time�  Prior to FVS acceptance within ACR methods, developers had to 
estimate carbon stock using complex algorithms� 

•	 USFS staff continued to work with NFF and ACR to identify how current registry criteria 
could be more flexible to incorporate higher priority reforestation needs. Revised 
guidance criteria were submitted to the field in August along with the annual call letter 
for reforestation partnership projects�

Ongoing Partnership Efforts

•	 Initial coordination with NFF has begun to host “lessons learned” meetings with key 
program and project personnel�  These meetings will be designed to promote increased 
sharing and learning among project managers and to help participants better understand 
challenges and successes from the last five years of carbon demonstration projects.
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Carbon Sequestration and Reforestation 
on National Forests (continued)

•	 With funding from the Salt River Project and the USFS’s Southwestern Region, 
the NFF is developing an innovative carbon offset methodology to capture 
the long-term carbon sequestration of restored southwestern ponderosa pine 
forests. If the methodology proves valid and demonstrates a carbon benefit, it 
can be applied to gain carbon financing for advancing forest restoration across 
the Southwest�
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NFF’s Treasured Landscapes, 
Unforgettable Experiences Campaign

NFF launched this campaign in 2008 to address two critical challenges: millions of forested 
acres in need of restoration and millions of people unaware of how national forests enrich 
their lives�  Four years later, more than 1�7 million acres are now targeted for restoration and 
community engagement activities through work on fourteen keystone Treasured Landscapes 
sites, restoring our damaged forests and Americans’ connection to these public lands� A 
large portion of the campaign is centered upon keystone sites that are carefully selected 
based on conservation need and ecological values� Currently, there are 31 grants open with 
approximately $4 million of work being actively accomplished�

Quarterly Milestones Accomplished from July – December 2013

•	 Several Friends of the Forest Days occurred on Tahoe, Angeles, Idaho Panhandle, and 
Trukee Treasured Landscapes sites�

•	 Significant planning for a media event announcing the completion of the first phase of 
trail work on the White Mountain campaign site was accomplished� 

•	 A community reception event was held in Clark Fork, Idaho regarding the campaign 
work on the Idaho Panhandle National Forest� Local Forest Service staff attended and 
answered questions from the public�

•	 The 5th Annual Plein Air Paint Out event took place on the Deschutes Treasured 
Landscape campaign site�

•	 Several “Living Learning Laboratory” events were held on the Angeles National Forest, 
bringing urban youth out to Forest for stewardship activities and education�

•	 NFF, USFS and partners hosted a week-long learning and stewardship event on the 
Okanogan-Wenatchee Treasured Landscapes site�

•	 The final Local Coordinating Council meeting for the Deschutes Treasured 
Landscapes site occurred this quarter�

•	 NFF convened and facilitated one full stakeholder and four working group 
meetings on the White River Treasured Landscapes site this quarter�

•	 An NFF-facilitated Silver Glen Springs Collaborative Group meeting took place 
in October�  A second VTC meeting was held in November�
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NFF’s Treasured Landscapes, 
Unforgettable Experiences Campaign (continued)

Ongoing Partnership Efforts

•	 NFF hired a new Pacific Northwest Development Manager to actively fundraise for 
Okanogan-Wenatchee and Idaho Panhandle campaign sites, in addition to other Pacific 
Northwest Regional priorities�
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Western Utilities Partnership

Wildfire has impacted electric transmission both at the local community level and on a national 
scale through direct damage to established transmission lines and surrounding National 
Forest System (NFS) lands.  Some of these fires have included considerable loss of and impact 
on natural resources critical to human and biological populations� The USFS and Western 
Utilities Group (WUG) are working together in this new partnership to increase vegetation 
management efforts outside of transmission right-of-ways�  Through cooperation, these two 
organizations are developing means to reduce the shared threats and expenses of severe 
wildfire,  while mitigating resource, service, and land-access losses� 

Quarterly Milestones Accomplished from July – December 2013

•	 The USFS met with Edison Electric Institute (EEI) in November to discuss a long-
standing MOU with EEI, designed to encourage integrated vegetation management 
practices among EEI (an association of electric companies), DOI Interior agencies, the 
Forest Service, and EPA. Follow-up actions were identified and the MOU is expected to 
be updated in winter 2014�

•	 The agency is developing a national desk guide that outlines procedures for vegetation 
management based on proven processes in the Northern Region� The guide emphasizes 
treatment inside and outside of utility corridors�

•	 The agency is providing WUG members with a process for working with local staff and 
appealing decisions informally and formally�  The WUG was given the names of all of the 
Special Uses Coordinators and encourages staff to work with each locally�

•	 The USFS continues to emphasize transmission lines as priority areas to develop rights-
of-way operating and maintenance plans for existing special use permits, where they do 
not exist, beginning with highest priority projects in each region� 

•	 Several face-to-face meetings occurred across all regions between Regional Foresters 
and heads of utilities to discuss partnership opportunities and next steps�

•	 R2 continued to enhance their partnership agreement with Xcel Energy� Potential 
projects have been outlined for the next five years via a draft operating plan. 

•	 The USFS’s Intermountain Region has three proposed transmission line projects
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Western Utilities Partnership
(continued)

crossing the state of Utah. The team added a fire behavior analyst, who will identify high 
risk areas so fuel reduction opportunities can be considered as projects are being pro-
posed.

•	 R5 completed a key meeting with PG&E Company and other partners regarding 
opportunities surrounding crucial infrastructure needs associated with R5 
restoration goals�

•	 R5 also worked with several partners to host two Biomass Sustainability Workshops 
(August and September 2013). Participants at these events helped define the by-products 
of sustainable forest management�  This is a supportive step towards implementing 
California Senate Bill 1122 and developing bioenergy facilities in high risk areas�

•	 Work and discussions with the State of California around including forest 
restoration and biomass infrastructure in its Cap & Trade Investment Fund are 
complete�  The Governor is expected to release his budget and direction for 
this fund in January�  There proposal requested $375 million over 10 years�

Ongoing Partnership Efforts

•	 The agency will be working with Maury Galbraith from the Oregon PUC�  One 
of the particular areas of focus for Mr� Galbraith is helping design the business 
case packages that utilities and commissions expressed a need for in Los 
Angeles�  Mr� Galbraith is also available for consultations with Regions as they 
proceed�



Strengthening and Creating 
Pathways for Expanded 

Youth Engagement
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21st Century Conservation Service Corps

The 21CSC is a bold national effort to put America’s youth and veterans to work protecting, 
restoring, and enhancing America’s Great Outdoors� The three goals of the 21CSC partnership 
initiative include: (1) building America’s future; (2) putting Americans to work; and (3) preserving, 
protecting, and promoting America’s greatest natural gifts� This partnership will develop a 
generation of skilled workers, educated and active citizens, future leaders, and stewards of 
natural and cultural resources, communities, and the Nation� It will also provide service, training, 
education, and employment opportunities for thousands of young Americans and veterans, 
including low income, disadvantaged youth and other youth with limited access to outdoor 
work opportunities� Finally, the 21CSC initiative will protect, restore, and enhance public and 
tribal lands and waters as well as natural, cultural, and historical resources and treasures� With 
high-quality, cost-effective project work, this partnership will increase public access and use 
while spurring economic development and outdoor recreation�

Quarterly Milestones Accomplished from July – December 2013

•	 A MobilizeGreen intern was hired to support 21CSC administrative requirements within 
the USFS�

•	 135 Letters of Interest were submitted and reviewed in response to a recently 
completed Federal Register Notice� 100 organizations were found to have full 
alignment with the 21CSC framework and are ready to assist in developing new 
skills and career pathways for youth, under-served and veteran populations�

•	 USFS staff participated in 21CSC Working Group and National Council meetings, 
and the Partnerships for 21CSC, a group of non-profit organizations supporting 
the 21CSC�

•	 USFS issued a data call to acquire an agency-wide baseline of youth and veterans 
employment performance and inform the establishment of performance goals�  
Preliminary data should be available in the spring 2014�

•	 The Public Lands Service Corps Hiring Authority (as authorized by public law 109-154) 
was established and introduced to interested and applicable staff areas in an information 
webinar�  A memo outlining this authority was also provided to interested parties� This
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21st Century Conservation Service Corps
(continued)

authority not only supports 21CSC, but also Cultural Transformation and the agency’s 
workforce development priorities� Ongoing implementation training for USFS staff
continues�

Ongoing Partnership Efforts

•	 $475,000 of FY14 funds to support 21CSC in partnership with the NFF will leverage 
private sector funding and expand 21CSC opportunities on USFS lands�

•	 $250,000 obligated to the NFWF Developing the Next Generation of Conservation 
Stewards grant program�

•	 Active dialogue and activities to implement the 21CSC effort continue with potential 
partners and our Foundations�
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Youth Engagement in 
Conservation Initiative

The Youth Engagement in Conservation Initiative has expanded the existing relationship 
between the USFS and NFWF�  In 2012, the USFS and BLM joined forces to contribute funding 
to support this partnership with NFWF to engage youth in the care and management of public 
lands. The first year of the Youth Engagement in Conservation Initiative implemented two 
granting programs to support innovative, partnership-based youth engagement projects� The 
first, America’s Great Outdoors (AGO): Developing the Next Generation of Conservationists, 
targets projects that build partnerships to provide youth employment in conservation 
opportunities. The second effort, AGO: Connecting Youth with Nature project, is led by NEEF 
through a sub-grant relationship with NFWF, and targets grants to organizations that get youth 
out on public lands, and integrate conservation education, outdoor recreation and stewardship� 

Quarterly Milestones Accomplished from July – December 2013

•	 Allocation of an additional $250,000 was made in support of a 2014 Next 
Generation of Conservationists granting initiative in August 2013. Collaborating 
with BLM, FWS, Reclamation, and the Wells Fargo Foundation, $1�75 million will 
be available for grants in FY14. 

•	 Thirteen USFS and/or USFS-BLM projects were selected and continue to be 
implemented as part of the AGO: Connecting Youth with Nature initiative. A total of 
$300,000 was made available for these projects, and is being leveraged by at least a 1:1 
non-Federal match�

Ongoing Partnership Efforts

•	 The request for proposals (RFP) for the 2014 Next Generation of 
Conservationists granting initiative was launched in November 2013, with 
proposals due in January 2014� It is anticipated that project selections will be 
announced by Spring 2014, and project implementation in Summer 2014� 

•	 Active dialogue and exploration continues with NFWF and other partners 
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on ways to enhance and leverage efforts for developing similar youth engagements�

Youth Engagement in
Conservation Initiative (continued)



Promote Synergies in Recreation 
and Volunteerism
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Recreation Restoration, Adaptation, 
and Ski Area Campaign

Since 2006, the NFF has collaborated with the ski industry through the Ski Conservation 
Fund� The Fund, which raises monies through voluntary contributions from lodging guests, 
skiers, snowboarders, ski school participants and other national forest recreationalists, has 
generated $4�1 million in leveraged conservation impacts� These funds are used for conservation 
and recreation improvement projects on national forests� Current project priorities center 
on recreation improvements, wildlife habitat enhancement, watershed health projects, and 
community-based forestry efforts� In 2014, the NFF will continue expanding this fund’s 
participants to include additional ski areas and lodges with a focus on the NFF’s Treasured 
Landscapes Conservation Campaign sites to ensure that these priority landscapes are restored 
and maintained�

The NFF successfully brought nine new partners into the Ski Conservation Fund in FY13�
Accomplishments for projects completed in the fiscal year include:
• 284 acres of habitat restored or maintained for wildlife;
• 558 acres treated for invasive species;
• 28 miles of road restored/decommissioned;
• 303 miles of stream restored;
• 42 miles of stream surveyed;
• 279 miles of trail work;
• 183 campsites obliterated;
• 136 partners engaged;
• 1,199 trees planted;
• 51,645 volunteer hours;
• 2,560 volunteers; and,
• 837 youth employed or engaged�

Quarterly Milestones Accomplished from July – December 2013

•	 The relationship with the National Avalanche Foundation continues to be cultivated, which 
helps ensure continued support for the National Avalanche School.  The program is designed for 
avalanche control, forecasting, guiding, search and rescue and land management professionals, 
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including Forest Service Snow Rangers and ski area permit administrators working with 
and monitoring permitted snow safety programs on NFS lands�

•	 The 23rd National Avalanche School was held in Utah in October 2013, with more 
than 120 participants from ski areas, the Forest Service, outfitter and guide operators, 
academia, National Ski Patrol, and State Department of Transportations�

Ongoing Partnership Efforts

•	 Discussions to expand partnership opportunities and potential beyond the Ski 
Conservation Fund continue, designed to expand this initiative into a broader campaign�

•	 The NFF is working to create two new stewardship funds in Colorado� One of these 
funds will provide businesses in Summit County the opportunity to accept voluntary 
donations for restoration work on  the White River National Forest� The second fund 
will focus on non-participating ski resorts located on six national forests in Colorado 
– the San Juan, the Grand Mesa-Uncompahgre-Gunnison, the Rio Grande, the Medicine 
Bow-Routt, the Pike-San Isabel and the Arapaho-Roosevelt� Investments will rotate 
between forests on a three-year basis� The NFF anticipates both funds will be functional 
in 2015�

Recreation Restoration, Adaptation, 
and Ski Area Campaign (continued)



Developing an Appreciation in 
Urban Communities for 
Forests and Grasslands
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Baltimore Restoration Partnership

For over 15 years, the USFS has been working with the city of Baltimore and a host of partners 
to improve the city’s natural environment and the well-being of its residents� The Baltimore 
Restoration Partnership is a new commitment between the USFS and the city of Baltimore, to 
foster partnered attention on the sustainability and social/ecological restoration of its inner 
city neighborhoods� The Partnership brings together a number of USFS projects and initiatives 
in Baltimore, including the Baltimore Ecosystem Study, the Baltimore Wood Project, the Urban 
Waters Federal Partnership, and a new wildlife habitat initiative with the National Wildlife 
Federation� 

Quarterly Milestones Accomplished from July – December 2013

•	 USFS and the city of Baltimore met to discuss a formal partnership agreement to bring 
joint activities and efforts together under a new Baltimore Restoration Partnership.

•	 A draft Interim Report of the Baltimore Wood Project was completed and is now in 
review� The Baltimore Wood Project is a Forest Service-led partnership project that 
showcases ways in which the city and its residents can salvage and use urban wood 
“waste” to help create jobs, save money, and achieve the city’s sustainability goals� 

•	 Forest Service partners completed a draft feasibility study for an urban sort yard 
operation in Baltimore and held a stakeholder meeting to discuss key findings. The 
feasibility study is a key component of the Baltimore Wood Project, assessing the idea 
that a wood waste processing center in the city will help create new urban wood 
markets and generate economic gains and green jobs for unemployed inner city 
residents� 

•	 Baltimore Field Station scientists provided presentations on Baltimore’s Urban Tree
Canopy Assessment and Prioritization Tool at several meetings, garnering real interest 
from a number of new stakeholders
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Ongoing Partnership Efforts

•	 Dialogue and discussions continue with multiple partners to discuss future opportunities 
to work together� 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE PARTNERSHIP QUARTERLY REPORT

Baltimore Restoration Partnership
(continued)
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Urban Waters 
Federal Partnership

Urban waters are being revitalized, local partnerships are better supported, forest resources are 
being restored, and community engagement is being fostered in urban watersheds across the 
United States through a unique  union of fourteen federal agencies�  Led by cooperating agencies 
and coordinated by the White House Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and Domestic 
Policy Council, the Urban Waters Federal Partnership closely aligns with and advances the work 
of various White House place-based efforts (e�g�, the Partnership for Sustainable Communities 
and the Strong Cities, Strong Communities Initiative) to revitalize communities, create jobs and 
improve the quality of life in cities and towns across the Nation� 

Quarterly Milestones Accomplished from July – December 2013

•	 A joint USFS-EPA partnership with NFWF offered $1�5 million in public and private 
support to 46 local organizations in June 2013 through the Urban Waters Grant 
Program� Projects were initiated in August 2013 and are designed to accomplish urban 
watershed revitalization�

•	 The NFWF agreement was modified to include $645,000 in USFS and EPA funds for 
projects in 2014�

•	 Advancements and developments continued at all 18 Urban Waters pilot sites
o 65 participants attended the formal launch event for the Seattle site in September 

2013�
o Teams are organizing partners and identifying shared interests at each pilot site�
o Urban Waters Ambassadors advanced project implementation at all USFS-led sites�

Ongoing Partnership Efforts

•	 CEQ continued to be interested in improving interagency coordination on green 
infrastructure for stormwater management�  Future and expanded involvement by the 
USFS continues to be explored by the USFS� 
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